A similar formu1ation of Einstein's equations, though not as complete in its discussion, can be found in P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A246, 333 (1958).
I. INTRODUCTION The equation of motion of a charged particle has been a subject of interest for many years. ' The equation now generally accepted was obtained by Dirac by decomposing the energy-momentum tensor of the retarded self-field into a sum that renormalizes mass and a difference that gives reaction. ' An explanation and rederivation based on an absorber mechanism was provided by Wheeler and Feynman. ' However, as is well recognized, the Lorentz-Dirac equation has certain inherent difficulties. First, it involves the derivative of the acceleration and hence needs one extra condition, in addition to the Newtonian initial conditions, to determine the motion. Second, it gives runaway solutions which can be avoided only by artificially presenting a preacceleration. 4 Third, in certain cases it implies that the external energy supplied to the particle goes only into kinetic energy, and radiation is created from an "acceleration self- Fig. 1 ) mu" -(2e'/3m)Fextutueu~= eF, "", ux+ erF,"", ux,
where the requirement that (1) f " ' -= (2 e'/3m)u), (F, v", u "tt -F', ", u"),
(a) Mass conservation. Scalar multiplication by u"gives an identity and hence m is constant.
(b) Self-evident radiation term. Scalar multiplication by u"gives
which always represents radiation. This justifies the second term on the left-hand side of (1) as radiation reaction with u" determined by (1) . (c) Newtonian motion. No more than the first derivative of velocity is involved and, accordingly, motion is determined by the initial velocity and position and by F""',. (1) to the right-hand side and combining it with e,F u~, we can interpret the total acceleration-and -external-field -dependent in addition to F""'"which the charge feels through the Lorentz force. (1) 
and the symmetry requirement.
Here T""', and T, ", ', (;) have just the familiar form of F" F'z -eg""Frx()F r but with F tnt: Fine( detnw ev+eZi Fret(i) and F, ", "«, . ) inserted in them, respectively. The sig-nificance of (3) and (4) is that by integrating T, "", (1) gives (T~'+T"'",)"d'x=0~Eq. (1) , " (t) (6) where Maxwell's equations and T"'", -= p, u"u' with proper mass density p, have been used, and no mass renormalization was involved. ' 
where (-:eEs/m+C, and g =eEs,/m+C, . But (6), with the requirement u'(~) =0, gives
(a) No external field, F","',=0. Equation (1) directly gives &"= const, but for (6) this solution has to be "physically" singled out from the infinity of runaway solutions.
(b) Constant uniform electric field, E =e"E.
The new equation (1) gives u"=(cosh7i, sinhq, 0, 0), where q= -C, +eEs/m, for initial velocity v=e"tanhC"' the Lorentz-Dirac equation (6} gives u~=(cosh(, sinht, 0, 0}, where $ -= K, +K, e't'+eEs/m and r = 2e'/3m, which with the "physical" requirement u"=0 when E =0 implies K, -= 0. Thus (1) yields the same solution as (6), but (1) works all by itself. Also, in this case, from (1) the radiation (-2e'/3}u~u u" = (2e E /3m')u" is equal to the new external force e,F"", u~; but from the LorentzDirac equation, (6), it is supplied by the negative "self-acceleration energy" term (2e'/3)u" and the "puzzle" of radiating without radiation reaction, and o =-C, + (eET/m)(1 -e ' ""')+eEs/m Thus (8) represents preacceleration, whereas (7) shows that the electron does not respond until the pulse hits it. The limiting case of a 6 pulse' is easily obtained by letting s, -0 and keeping Es, constant. For this limit (7) gives simply a step jump in velocity which is due only to idealizing the incident wave as a 6 function, whereas (8) gives a purely preaccelerational motion (see Fig. 2 Fig. 3} Here~, is the radius of the circular orbit for u (", ) and r, is the classical radius of the charged particle. Thus the new equation (1) where (1 -p') '(e'/meec*)(mc/eB) 'a 1 (e.g. , b+2ñ
10 for electrons of energy 10" BeV in a B= 10' G field) the deviation is large. In such strong fields the new equation (1) 
where II = -mp'/eq(1 -p2). It follows that f&'LD» has more backward tangential correction than f(gy) and thus the Lorentz-Dirac orbit collapses faster than the new orbit by (Fig. 4 
which shows no damping because of the continuous supply of energy from the oscillating fields. Also the motion (14) is the same as that obtained from the radiation-neglected Newton's equation mu" = eE, ", u), because in this special case the radiation (2e'E'/3m') cos'&utu&' is again equal to the additional external power-force e, F", ", u~. This result agrees with the usual Thomson scattering" and says the latter is exact up to the order of neglecting the magnetic force from the incident wave. For Eq. (1) Thus, the general solution of (Al) is t"'= t "'+a~'
where 6"" is any symmetric tensor satisfying 6"'", =0. One way of choosing such b"' harmonics is by using (A2) with a Q that satisfies (A3) with V"=0.
Also the six degrees of indeterminacy of t"" are accounted for by these indeterminacies in b, "". 
with V (x) defined in (4). Thus the additional energy-momentum change t "" in (3), which is defined by (4) and enters energy-momentum conservation as (5), indeed exists and is explicitly expressed by the field and currents as (A5) and (A6). Of course, the modified conservation law (5) includes this new t"'(x), thus differs from the conventional conservation law which involves only F, """, (x) and F, ", ', (x), and therefore it no longer satisfies the conventional "local" conservation laws.
But the modified new conservation law is still a local one in the sense that it is a. pointwise differential relation.
*Based partly on Caltech Antenna Laboratory Report No. 53, 1970 (unpublished) , and on the presentation by T. C. Mo 
